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Insul-Boot™ spark plug boot heat socks protect plug 
wires from ambient heat exposure and damage up to 
1,200 degrees F, extending wire life while also increasing 
ignition-system performance through reduced wire resistance. 
Insul-Boot™ prevents misfires caused by plug-wire burnout, 
helping prevent critical engine damage and performance losses. 
The double-wall construction provides superior ambient heat 
protection, while special coatings reflect and dissipate heat. The 
universal design fits most spark plug boot angles, and Insul-
Boot™ is available in four colors: tan, red, blue, and black. 
Installation is easy and will not hinder spark plug changes.

 FEATURES:         
 z

 z Reflects and dissipates heat
 z 1-inch internal diameter fits most spark plug boot angles
 z Double-wall construction
 z Made in the USA

INSUL-BOOT™
Ignition Heat Shields

PART NO. DESCRIPTION
400200 Tan/Beige, 1-in id x 6 in L, 2 pack
400201 Red, 1-in id x 6 in L, 2 pack
400202 Blue, 1-in id x 6 in L, 2 pack
400204 Black, 1-in id x 6 in L, 2 pack
400800 Tan/Beige, 1-in id x 6 in L, 8 pack
400801 Red, 1-in id x 6 in L, 8 pack
400802 Blue, 1-in id x 6 in L, 8 pack
400804 Black, 1-in id x 6 in L, 8 pack
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Heatshield Products Color Sleeves™ are an excellent way to 
protect wires, fuel lines, brake lines and more from thermal 
exposure while enhancing your vehicle’s appearance. The special 
weaving of the sleeve allows it to expand over fittings during 
installation and return to its original size. Colored sleeve coatings can 
withstand 1,200 degrees F continuous. Rolls are 25 feet in length and 
have an adjustable inside diameter from 5/16 to 7/16 inch. Fasten using 
Thermal-Tie™ or hose clamps. Heatshield Products thermal-barrier color 
sleeves are available in red, blue, yellow, black and tan.

 FEATURES:         
 z

 z Reflects and dissipates heat
 z 1-inch internal diameter fits most spark plug boot angles
 z Double-wall construction
 z Made in the USA

HP COLOR SLEEVE™

PART NO. DESCRIPTION
203121 8 mm id x 25 ft Red
203122 8 mm id x 25 ft Blue
203123 8 mm id x 25 ft Yellow
203124 8 mm id x 25 ft Black
203125 8 mm id x 25 ft Tan


